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Avoid After-Hours Job Creep 
Work-life balance is critical to health and well-being. A 
recent study showed that unwinding after work and 
stepping away from work activities helped participants 
return their bodies to “pre-strain” and “pre-stress” levels. 
They also experienced better sleep and improved 
productivity. Employees who check their phones, read 
and/or respond to their emails, and involve themselves 

with work activities while off work have lower performance quality at work and start 
work the next day in a “suboptimal” state. You may not be able to detach from your 
job easily, but be more mindful of the need for doing so.  

Source: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov 

Stress Management Tip for Holiday Family Get-Togethers 
If relaxing and enjoying your family this holiday season and avoiding difficult family interactions are included in your 
goals, consider the following tips: 1) Decide on boundaries--types of interactions, and the amount of time you will 
spend with difficult relatives. What discussion topics will you avoid? What past grievances will you discard? 2) Talk 
to a friend, get support, and pledge to your friend that you will commit to your plan for a more memorable get-
together. 3) Ask your friend to be available as a listening ear if your visit lasts several days. 4) Prepare for triggers. 
If Aunt Suzie always critiques the moisture content of your turkey, decide now how you will respond (or not 
respond). 5) Afterward, celebrate successes with your friend and lessons learned about creating a smoother 
holiday.  

Overcoming Imposter Syndrome  

Imposter syndrome is an unfounded fear of not being deserving of your position or achievements despite your 
training, capacity, and skills. It often includes fear of others noticing it too. Imposter syndrome is a common 
experience. Even Albert Einstein reportedly suffered from it. Expect imposter syndrome if you are trained in what 
you are doing, but simply lack on-the-job experience. Intervene in imposter syndrome by forming relationships with 
peers who allow you to share concerns, successes, and doubts. Choose an area of your job or profession—a 
niche—and decide to be the go-to expert on it. Read about imposter syndrome; don’t minimize your own 
achievements; and recognize that if you think you are good, others are likely to see you as great. Boost your self-
esteem and challenge negative self-talk, and you’ll beat imposter syndrome. 
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